Viveka at HR Tech, V-Corp is the Employee
Training Gamechanger
Viveka provides automated solutions for
employee learning and transformation as
many companies are restructuring and
retraining employees.
LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES,
September 22, 2021 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Viveka is getting
ready to present their enterprise
solution, V-Corp, at HR Technology
Conference’s Pitchfest on September 28, 2021. They will join a total of 30 companies who will go
through two rounds of judging to win the $30,000 grand prize for innovation in human resources
products/services. Viveka provides automated solutions for employee learning and
transformation at a pivotal time, as many companies are
restructuring and retraining employees.
I decided to join Viveka's
global coaching platform
because my best service is
mentoring and coaching
other people...Viveka offers
a one-stop solution for me
that makes my life easier.”
Dr. Axel Meierhoefer,
Executive Leadership Coach

Viveka’s Pitchfest participation comes on the heels of CEO
Katja Kempe’s Excellence in Education Award at the Global
Forum for Education and Learning conference in June
2021.
V-CORP IS THE SECURE GAME CHANGER for GLOBAL HR
DEPARTMENTS
Our automated, all-in-one learning and development

solution helps Fortune 1000 companies transform the way they engage and train employees.
Our secure SaaS system requires no integration and allows HR executives the freedom and
flexibility to manage a global employee training program from anywhere. Whether they are in
Dallas or Düsseldorf, HR departments can:
1. Set and track training budgets and invoices in a centralized system
2. Select from over 20k vetted Viveka coaches or utilize upload their own in-house trainers
3. Customize their training curriculum to individual employee requirements
4. Measure employee progress and NPS in a convenient dashboard

One of our executive leadership
coaches, Dr. Axel Meierhoefer, shares
his insights of being placed with one of
the world's largest multinationals
through Viveka’s platform.
VIVEKA IS EXPANDING ITS GO-TOMARKET FOOTPRINT
We work directly with individual HR
departments, as well as through
strategic partnerships with consultancy
companies and in affiliation with
industry trade and coaching
organizations. V-Corp will be available
on popular app platforms by the end
of the year.
Interested parties can book a demo of
V-Corp directly through Viveka’s
website or by emailing
sales@viveka.world.

Viveka set to present at HR Tech's Pitchfest, exhibit at
conference

Click to learn more about Viveka, VCorp and V-Coach, and follow our
updates on social media.
Katja Gabriele Kempe
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Connect with us to request a demo or learn more.
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